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a b s t r a c t
An edge-labeling λ for a directed graph G has a weak sense of direction (WSD) if there is a
function f that satisfies the condition that for any node u and for any two label sequences
α and α′ generated by non-trivial walks on G starting at u, f (α) = f (α′) if and only if the
two walks end at the same node. The function f is referred to as a coding function of λ.
The weak sense of direction number of G, WSD(G), is the smallest integer k so that G has
a WSD-labeling that uses k labels. It is known that WSD(G) ≥ ∆+(G), where∆+(G) is the
maximum outdegree of G.
Let us say that a function τ : V (G)→ V (H) is an embedding from G onto H if τ demon-
strates that G is isomorphic to a subgraph of H . We show that there are deep connections
betweenWSD-labelings and graph embeddings. First, we prove that when fH is the coding
function that naturally accompanies a Cayley graph H and G has a node that can reach
every other node in the graph, then G has a WSD-labeling that has fH as a coding function
if and only if G can be embedded onto H . Additionally, we show that the problem ‘‘Given G,
does G have aWSD-labeling that uses a particular coding function f ?’’ is NP-complete even
when G and f are fairly simple.
Second, when D is a distributive lattice, H(D) is its Hasse diagram and G(D) is its
cover graph, then WSD(H(D)) = ∆+(H(D)) = d∗, where d∗ is the smallest integer d so
that H(D) can be embedded onto the d-dimensional mesh. Along the way, we also prove
that the isometric dimension of G(D) is its diameter, and the lattice dimension of G(D) is
∆+(H(D)). Our WSD-labelings are poset-based, making use of Birkhoff’s characterization
of distributive lattices and Dilworth’s theorem for posets.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In distributed computing, the communication topology of a distributed system is often modeled by a symmetric
directed graph (or equivalently an undirected graph) together with some edge-labeling. The nodes of the graph represent
computational entities each with their own local memory and processing capability, while the edges represent the
communication links between these entities. For each edge uv, the label on uv represents the port number assigned by
u to the link connecting it to v. It is well-documented that when the edge-labeling has the global consistency property
called sense of direction (SD), then the communication complexity of many distributed problems on the graph significantly
improves (see the survey papers [12,13] and the references therein). We shall study edge-labelings with a weaker version
of this property called weak sense of direction (WSD). An edge-labeling λ for a directed graph G has aweak sense of direction
if there is a function f that satisfies the condition that for any node u and for any two label sequences α and α′ generated
by non-trivial walks on G starting at u, f (α) = f (α′) if and only if the two walks end at the same node. The function f is
referred to as a coding function of λ. Every SD-labeling of a graph is also a WSD-labeling but not necessarily the other way
around.
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Define the weak sense of direction number of G,WSD(G), as the smallest integer k so that G has a WSD-labeling that uses
k labels. It is easy to prove that ∆+(G) ≤ WSD(G) ≤ n, where ∆+(G) is the maximum outdegree of G and n is the number
of vertices of G. Given G and k, a natural question to ask is whether WSD(G) ≤ k. The problem is known to be in NP [5] and
conjectured to be NP-complete.
Let us say that an edge-labeling of G isminimal if the number of labels it uses is∆+(G). A WSD-labeling of G is optimal if
it usesWSD(G) number of labels. It is homonymous if it has a coding function that maps every label sequence generated by a
directed cycle to the same image. Many graphs do not have minimal WSD-labelings [6]. But among those that do, the most
notable is the class of Cayley graphs [11]. Cayley graphs are strongly connected, inregular (i.e., all vertices have the same
indegree), outregular (i.e., all vertices have the same outdegree), and vertex transitive. Furthermore, not only are important
network topologies such as cycles, hypercubes, tori, meshes and circulant graphs examples of Cayley graphs but every finite,
weakly connected, outregular graphwith aminimal homonymousWSD-labeling is a Cayley graph [4,14]. Hence, the problem
of determining if a finite, weakly connected, outregular graph has a minimal homonymous WSD-labeling is equivalent to
the problem of recognizing whether a finite graph is Cayley. The computational complexities of problems related to those
we have just discussed are considered in [4,1].
Graph embeddings have been investigated for various reasons. For this paper, we shall say that an embedding τ of graph
G onto graph H is a function τ : V (G)→ V (H)which shows that G is isomorphic to a subgraph ofH , that is, τ is a one-to-one
function, and for each edge uv of G, τ (u)τ (v) is also an edge of H . Additionally, τ is an isometric embedding of G onto H
(and, equivalently, G is isomorphic to an isometric subgraph of H) if for every pair of vertices u and v, the distance from u
to v in G is the same as the distance from τ(u) to τ(v) in H . Graphs which are isometric subgraphs of hypercubes (and,
hence, of meshes) are called partial cubes [17]. Not only do partial cubes have very nice structure, they also occur naturally
in practice (see the introductory examples in [10]). Let G be a partial cube. The isometric dimension of G, dimI(G), is defined
as the smallest integer d so that the d-dimensional hypercube contains G as an isometric subgraph. The lattice dimension
of G, dimZ (G), is defined similarly except that it is the d-dimensional mesh that has to contain G as an isometric subgraph.
For example, when a tree T has n nodes and l leaves, its isometric dimension is n − 1 [8] while its lattice dimension is
⌈l/2⌉ [16,18]. There are also polynomial-time algorithms for computing the isometric and lattice dimensions of partial
cubes [17,9].
When G can be embedded onto H , anyWSD-labeling of H can be inherited by G. Thus, WSD(G) ≤ WSD(H). In this paper,
we present deeper connections betweenWSD-labelings and graph embeddings. Our results consist of two parts. To put our
results into perspective, let us consider two strategies for constructing a WSD-labeling for G.
• Our first suggestion is ‘‘reverse-engineer’’. That is, instead of labeling the edges of G immediately and then figuring out
if the labeling has a coding function, do the reverse. Start by identifying a function f . Then label the edges of G with the
goal of making f the coding function of the labeling. When might this strategy be successful? Our first result states that
when fH is the coding function that naturally accompanies a Cayley graph H and G has a node that can reach every other
node in the graph, then G has a WSD-labeling that has fH as a coding function if and only if G can be embedded onto H .
In conjunction with a result of Bhatt and Cosmadakis [2], our result also implies that the question ‘‘Does G have a
WSD-labeling that uses a particular coding function f ?’’ is computationally hard evenwhen bothG and f are fairly simple.
• LetH be a class of graphs with knownWSD-labelings. Our second suggestion is the following: find a graph H ∈ H such
that G can be embedded onto H . Let G inherit the known WSD-labeling of H . This strategy is obviously successful when
a graph H can be found. But when might it result in an optimal WSD-labeling of G? Our second result states that when
H is the class of meshes, G is the Hasse diagram of a distributive lattice, and H is the lowest-dimensional mesh so that G
can be embedded onto H , then the WSD-labeling inherited by G is a minimal labeling and, hence, optimal. Interestingly,
in arriving at this result, we do not directly attempt to embed G on amesh. Rather, we construct aWSD-labeling of G that
is poset-based, making use of Birkhoff’s characterization of distributive lattices and Dilworth’s theorem for posets. It is
our first result which shows what we had done was effectively embed G onto a mesh.
Along the way, we also prove that when G is the cover graph of a distributive lattice, (i) dimI(G) is the diameter of G
and dimZ (G) is the maximum outdegree of the Hasse diagram of the distributive lattice. As far as we know, these simple
characterizations of the isometric and lattice dimensions of the cover graphs of distributive lattices are new.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly define WSD-labelings and Cayley graphs. We then
present our two results in Sections 3 and 4. We end in Section 5 with some final remarks.
2. Preliminaries
Below, we define WSD-labelings and Cayley graphs and present basic results. Since we are defining WSD-labelings over
directed graphs whereas the early formulations by Flocchini et al. [12,13] were over connected, undirected graphs, some of
the basic results have to be modified. We accompany the changes with proofs and/or explanations.
Let G be a directed graph and λ be an edge-labeling of G. Every walk e1, e2, . . . , er on G generates a label sequence
λ(e1), λ(e2), . . . , λ(er). Let Φλ(u, v) contain all the label sequences generated by non-trivial walks that start at u and end
at v; that is,Φλ(u, v) = ∅when u cannot reach v by some non-trivial walk. LetΦλ(G) =u,v Φλ(u, v).
A coding function of λ is a function f : Φλ(G) → N , where N is a set of names, that satisfies the condition that for
any three vertices u, v, v′ such that u can reach v and v′, and for any α ∈ Φλ(u, v), α′ ∈ Φλ(u, v′), f (α) = f (α′) if and
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only if v = v′. In other words, given label sequences that are generated by walks starting at u, the function can distinguish
sequences generated by walks that end at v from those that end at other nodes. When λ has a coding function f , λ is said
to have a weak sense of direction (WSD), and f (α) is referred to as the local name of u for v. When a coding function f of
λ maps all label sequences generated by directed cycles to the same local name, f is homonymous and λ is a homonymous
WSD-labeling.
Here are some known bounds on the WSD numbers of directed graphs (see [12,13]).
Lemma 1. When G has maximum outdegree∆+(G) and n vertices,∆+(G) ≤ WSD(G) ≤ n.
Proof. An edge-labeling of G cannot have a coding function if the edges leaving the same node are not assigned distinct
labels. Hence, WSD(G) ≥ ∆+(G). To prove the upper bound, denote the vertices of G as v1, v2, . . . , vn. Label each edge vivj
ofG as j. Note that every label sequence generated by awalk from vi to vk ends in k.Whenα = l1, l2, . . . , lr is a label sequence
generated by a walk on G, define f (α) = lr . Since f maps two label sequences to the same name if and only if the last nodes
visited by the corresponding walks are the same, f is a coding function of the labeling. Consequently, WSD(G) ≤ n. 
When G is not weakly connected, G can be decomposed into its weakly connected components, say G1,G2, . . . ,Gr . It is
tempting to say that WSD(G) ≤ maxi WSD(Gi) but, in fact, this is not necessarily the case. Suppose each Gi is a directed
cycle of length ki. If we label all the edges of Gi by 1 and call this labeling λi, then fi(α) = |α|mod ki is a coding function of
λi. Hence, WSD(Gi) = 1 for each i. Now suppose that k1 = 2 while k2 = 3. If we still label the edges of G1 and G2 by 1, no
coding function will exist for this edge-labeling of G. This is so because a coding function must map a sequence of two 1’s
and a sequence of six 1’s to the same local name for it to work for λ1, but to different local names for it to work for λ2. Thus,
WSD(G) > 1. To arrive at a WSD-labeling of G = ∪i Gi, what is needed is a WSD-labeling λ′i of Gi for each i and a function f
that is a coding function for all the λ′i ’s.
Lemma 2. Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gr be the weakly connected components of G. If each Gi can be embedded onto H,WSD(G) ≤
WSD(H).
Let Γ be a group and S be a set of generators of Γ . The Cayley graph with respect to Γ and S, Cay(Γ , S), is the directed
graph whose vertices are the elements of Γ and whose edges consist of ordered pairs uv whenever u−1 · v ∈ S or u · s = v
for some s ∈ S, where · is the group operation in Γ . It has a natural edge-labeling λΓ ,S : for each edge uv, label it with u−1 ·v.
The Cayley color graphwith respect to Γ and S is the graph Cay(Γ , S)whose edges are labeled with λΓ ,S . We shall say that
a graph G is Cayley if there exists a group Γ and a set of generators S so that G is isomorphic to Cay(Γ , S).
By definition, every vertex of Cay(Γ , S) has indegree and outdegree equal to |S|. Moreover, because S generates Γ , the
graph is strongly connected. Flocchini [11] was the first to recognize that λΓ ,S is a WSD-labeling of Cay(Γ , S).
Theorem 1 ([11]). Let Γ be a group and S be a set of generators of Γ . The edge-labeling λΓ ,S is aWSD-labeling of Cay(Γ , S)with
fΓ ,S(l1, l2, . . . , lr) = l1 · l2 · · · · · lr as a homonymous coding function. Consequently,WSD(Cay(Γ , S)) = ∆+(Cay(Γ , S)) = |S|.
Proof. Suppose thatα = l1, l2, . . . , lr is a label sequence generated by awalk from u to v. Thismeans that u· l1 · l2 ·· · ·· lr = v
so fΓ ,S(α) is the unique element ofΓ such that u·fΓ ,S(α) = v. It follows that ifα′ is a label sequence generated by awalk from
u to v′, fΓ ,S(α′) = fΓ ,S(α) if and only if v = v′. Additionally, when α is generated by a closed walk from u to itself, fΓ ,S(α) is
the identity element of Γ . Hence, fΓ ,S is a homonymous coding function of λΓ ,S , and the edge-labeling has a homonymous
weak sense of direction. 
For an application of Theorem1, consider the family of (bidirectional) hypercubes. LetQd be the d-dimensional hypercube.
Its vertex set is {0, 1}d, and there is an edge from u = (u1, . . . , ud) to v = (v1, . . . , vd) if and only if they differ in one
coordinate. Let S = {ai, i = 1, . . . , d}, where ai is the d-tuple with a 1 in its ith coordinate and 0 everywhere else. It is
easy to verify that Qd = Cay(Zd2, S). Hence, according to the theorem, the labeling that assigns each edge uv of Qd the label
ai, where i is the coordinate in which u and v differ, is a WSD-labeling. Moreover, if α = l1, l2, . . . , lr is a label sequence
generated by a walk in Qd, then f (α) = l1 + l2 + · · · + lr = (m1(α)mod 2,m2(α)mod 2, . . . ,md(α)mod 2) is a coding
function for the labeling, where ‘‘+’’ is vector addition modulo 2, andmi(α) is the number of times the label ai appears in α.
Boldi and Vigna [4] proved a very important connection between Cayley graphs and graphswithminimalWSD-labelings.
Flocchini et al. [14] proved a similar result independently for undirected graphs.
Theorem 2 ([4]). Let G be a finite, outregular graph, and let λ be a minimal edge-labeling of G. If G is weakly connected and λ is
a homonymous WSD-labeling, then the labeled graph (G, λ) is (color-)isomorphic to a Cayley color graph. If λ is a homonymous
WSD-labeling, then every labeled weakly connected component of (G, λ) is (color-)isomorphic to the same Cayley color graph.
Corollary 1 ([4]). A finite, outregular, weakly connected graph G has a minimal homonymous WSD-labeling if and only if G is
Cayley. That is, the class of finite, outregular, weakly connected graphs with minimal homonymous WSD-labelings is exactly the
class of finite Cayley graphs.
Our statement of Theorem 2 and its corollary contains a few more adjectives on G and λ than the one stated in [4]. The
term ‘‘finite’’ was added because their proof assumes that the graph is finite. We have also emphasized that the WSD edge-
labeling must be ‘‘homonymous’’ because in their definition of WSD-labelings, they make the assumption that the empty
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Fig. 1. An example that shows that Theorem 3 is tight in some sense. Let G be the graph on the left. It is easy to verify that the edge-labeling on G also
has a weak sense of direction with f (α) = |α|mod 3 as a coding function. Nonetheless, it cannot be embedded onto H , the graph on the right, which is the
Cayley graph that arises from a cyclic group of size 3 with a single generator. Graph H uses the same coding function for its ‘‘natural’’ edge-labeling.
string is always a valid label sequence. This has the effect of forcing all WSD-labelings of a graph to be homonymous. In [14],
Flocchini et al. presented an example where G is a Cayley graph and λ is a minimalWSD-labeling of G but not homonymous;
the labeled graph (G, λ) turns out not to be (color-)isomorphic to a Cayley color graph. Finally, in Boldi and Vigna’s definition
of Cay(Γ , S), they assume that S is just a subset of elements of Γ ; hence, the graph may have several weakly connected
components. While this assumption does not break Theorem 1, from what we have read, however, it is standard to assume
that S is a generating set of Γ . Hence, we required G to be weakly connected. The last sentence in Theorem 2 follows from
their proof.
3. Graphs that can be embedded onto Cayley graphs
Boldi and Vigna [6] observed that the coding function of a WSD-labeling of G captures a lot of information about G. This
led them to prove that many graphs have WSD numbers that are significantly greater than their maximum outdegrees. In
this section, we capture a different facet of this observation by proving that many graphs that can be embedded onto Cayley
graphs can be characterized by the coding functions of their WSD-labelings.
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph that has a node u0 that can reach every other node in the graph. Then G can be embedded onto
Cay(Γ , S) if and only if G has a WSD-labeling λ that uses labels from S with fΓ ,S as a coding function.
Proof. The forward direction follows directly from Theorem 1. Let us prove the other direction by defining an embedding of
G onto Cay(Γ , S). Let 1Γ be the identity element of Γ . Set τ(u0) = 1Γ . For every other node v of G, since u0 can reach every
node inG, letαu0v be a label sequence generated by a path from u0 to v. Set τ(v) = fΓ ,S(αu0v). By the definition of fΓ ,S and the
fact that it is a coding function, τ maps the vertices of G to distinct elements of Γ . Now, suppose uv ∈ E(G) and λ(uv) = l.
Then αu0u ◦ l is a label sequence generated by a walk from u0 to v. Consequently, fΓ ,S(αu0v) = fΓ ,S(αu0u ◦ l) = fΓ ,S(αu0u) · l.
Since τ(u) = fΓ ,S(αu0u) and τ(v) = fΓ ,S(αu0v) = fΓ ,S(αu0u) · l, it follows that τ(u)τ (v) is an edge of Cay(Γ , S). 
Fig. 1 shows that Theorem 3 is tight in some sense because when G does not have a node u0 that can reach every other
node in the graph, the backward direction of the theorem may not be satisfied. Theorem 3 can also be impractical. When
constructing a WSD-labeling for a graph, one is unlikely to use labels from {ai, i = 1, . . . , d}. As a result, one may never
detect that the graph can be embedded onto Qd via Theorem 3. To make it more useful, we note that a WSD-labeling of G
does not have to use labels from S and have fΓ ,S as a coding function. Instead, it can use a different set of labels and coding
function provided they behave in a similar manner.
Corollary 2. Let Γ be a group and S be a generating set of Γ . Let S ′ be a set such that |S ′| = |S|. Let b be a bijection from S ′ to S,
and for any sequence of elements l′1, l
′
2, . . . , l
′
k from S
′, define b(l′1, l
′
2, . . . , l
′




2), . . . , b(l
′
k)
from S. Suppose G has a node u0 that can reach every other node in the graph. Then G can be embedded onto Cay(Γ , S) if and
only if G has a WSD-labeling λ′ that uses labels from S ′ and a coding function f ′ : Φλ′(G)→ Γ such that f ′(α′) = fΓ ,S(b(α′)).
So suppose the set of labels {ai, i = 1, . . . , d} is replaced by {1, 2, . . . , d} in theWSD-labeling ofQd. Applying the previous
corollary, we have the result below.
Corollary 3. Let G be a graph that has a node that can reach every other node in the graph. Then G can be embedded onto
the d-dimensional hypercube Qd if and only if G has a WSD-labeling that uses labels from the set [d] = {1, 2, . . . , d} with
f (α) = (n1(α)mod 2, n2(α)mod 2, . . . , nd(α)mod 2) as a coding function, where ni(α) is the number of times i appears in α.
The d-dimensional (bidirectional)meshMd is the graphwhose vertex set is Zd, and there is an edge from u = (u1, . . . , ud)
to v = (v1, . . . , vd) if and only if there is some i such that |ui−vi| = 1 and uj = vj whenever j ≠ i. Let S = {±ai, i = 1, . . . , d}
where ai is defined as before. Again, it is easy to verify thatMd = Cay(Zd, S). Applying an argument similar to what we used
for hypercubes, we have the following.
Corollary 4. Let G be a graph that has a node that can reach every other node in the graph. Then G can be embedded onto
the d-dimensional meshMd if and only if G has a WSD-labeling that uses labels from the set {±1,±2, . . . ,±d} with f (α) =
(n1(α) − n−1(α), n2(α) − n−2(α), . . . , nd(α) − n−d(α)) as a coding function, where ni(α) is the number of times i appears
in α.
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Consider the followingproblem:GivenG, doesGhave aWSD-labeling that has a particular function f as a coding function?
Combining Corollary 4 with a result of Bhatt and Cosmadakis [2], the problem turns out to be computationally hard even
when G is a bidirectional tree (i.e., uv is an edge if and only if vu is an edge) and f (α) = (n1(α)− n−1(α), n2(α)− n−2(α)).
Theorem 4 ([2]). Given a bidirectional tree T with ∆+(T ) = 4, determining whether T can be embedded onto M2 is NP-
complete.
Theorem 5. Given a bidirectional tree T with∆+(T ) = 4, determining whether T has a WSD-labeling that uses labels from the
set {±1,±2} with f (α) = (n1(α)− n−1(α), n2(α)− n−2(α)) as a coding function is NP-complete.
Proof. Bhatt and Cosmadakis [2] obtained their result by doing a reduction from NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3CNFSAT. The NP-
hardness of our problem follows directly from Corollary 4 and their result. Let us now show that our problem is in NP.
Claim 1. Let λ be an edge-labeling of T that uses labels ±1,±2. If λ is a WSD-labeling of T with f as a coding function then
λ(uv) = −λ(vu) for every edge uv of T .
Proof of Claim 1. Since λ is a WSD-labeling, edges leaving the same node must be assigned distinct labels by λ. Let u be a
node of T whose outdegree is 4. Hence, u has outneighbors v and w so that λ(uv) = 1 while λ(uw) = −1. Let λ(vu) = a
and λ(wu) = b. Since the sequences 1a and−1b both belong toΦλ(u, u), it must be the case that f (1a) = f (−1b). The only
way this can happen is when a = −1 and b = 1. Moreover, for any α ∈ Φλ(u, u), f (α) = (0, 0).
Let u′v′ be an arbitrary edge of T . Letα1 andα2 be label sequences generated by a u−u′walk and a u′−uwalk, respectively.
Thus, α1 ◦α2 and α1 ◦λ(u′v′) ◦λ(v′u′) ◦α2 both belong toΦλ(u, u), and f (α1 ◦α2) = f (α1 ◦λ(u′v′) ◦λ(v′u′) ◦α2) = (0, 0).
But the only way the latter equality will hold is if λ(u′v′) = −λ(v′u′). Hence, we have shown that the label assigned by λ
on an edge is the negative of the label it assigns to the edge’s symmetric version. 
Claim 2. Let λ be an edge-labeling of T that uses labels ±1,±2 such that λ(uv) = −λ(vu) for every edge uv of T . Let u0 be
some node of T . For each nodew ≠ u0 of T , let αu0w denote the label sequence generated by the shortest path from u0 tow. Then
the function τ : V (T )→ V (M2) with τ(u0) = (0, 0) and τ(w) = f (αu0w) for w ≠ u0 is an embedding from T ontoM2 if and
only if f is a coding function of λ.
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose f is a coding function of λ. The function τ behaves just like one described in the proof of
Theorem 3 for embedding the graph G onto Cay(Γ , S). A similar argument shows that τ embeds T ontoM2.
Let λ∗ be the edge-labeling ofM2 that assigns edges of the form ((x, y), (x ± 1, y)) the labels ±1 and the edges of the
form ((x, y), (x, y ± 1)) the labels±2 respectively. It is straightforward to verify that whenever an edge e ofM2 is labeled
i, its symmetric version is−i, and λ∗ is a WSD-labeling ofM2 with f as a coding function.
So suppose τ does embed T onto M2. This means that for every edge uv of T , τ (u)τ (v) is an edge of M2. It is also
straightforward to verify that since either uv is part of the shortest path from u0 to v or vu is part of the shortest path
from u0 to u, λ(uv) = λ∗(τ (u)τ (v)). Hence, for any two nodes u andw, a label sequence α is generated by some walk from
u tow in T if and only if α is generated by some walk from τ(u) to τ(w) inM2. Since f is a coding function of λ∗, it follows
that a label sequence α′ generated by somewalk starting at u and ending atw′ has f (α′) = f (α) if and only if τ(w) = τ(w′).
But τ is a one-to-one function so τ(w) = τ(w′) if and only ifw = w′. Hence, f is a coding function of λ as well. 
To prove that the problem stated in the theorem is in NP, let an edge-labeling λ of T serve as the certificate. First, we check
that λ uses only labels±1,±2 and has the property that for each edge uv of T , λ(uv) = −λ(vu). If it does not, according to
Claim 1, it cannot have f as a coding function. Next, using the function τ described in Claim 2, we try to embed T ontoM2. If
it is indeed the case that τ maps the vertices of T to distinct vertices ofM2 and edges of T to edges ofM2, then we conclude
that f is a coding function of λ. Otherwise, according to Claim 2, f is not a coding function of λ. The steps we have described
can clearly be done in time polynomial in the size of T . Hence, the problem is in NP. 
An edge-labelingλ that uses labels from L of a bidirectional graph is said to be symmetric if there is an involution g : L → L
so that for every edge uv, λ(vu) = g(λ(uv)). Flocchini and Santoro [15] proved that for bidirectional trees, whenever λ
assigns distinct labels to edges leaving the same node and is symmetric, λ has weak sense of direction.
Theorem 6. Let T be a bidirectional tree. ThenWSD(T ) = ∆+(T ).
Proof. Let T u denote the underlying undirected graph of T . Let λu be a proper edge-coloring of T u that uses ∆(T u) colors.
Note that since T u is a bipartite graph, this is always possible. Construct an edge-labeling λ of T as follows: for every edge
{v,w} of T u, set λ(vw) = λ(wv) = λu({v,w}). It is clearly symmetric, assigns distinct labels to edges that have the same
origin and uses∆+(T ) labels. It follows that WSD(T ) = ∆+(T ). 
Theorem 6 is an interesting contrast to Theorem 5: determining if a bidirectional tree has a WSD-labeling that uses
a particular coding function is computationally hard; nonetheless, computing its WSD number is easy. How the former
problem relates to the problem of computing a graph’s WSD number is an interesting question.
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Fig. 2. The above figure shows the Hasse diagram of a poset P and three copies of the Hasse diagram of a distributive latticeD . The poset P is the poset
that corresponds to D . In the first copy of H(D), each node is labeled with the closed subset (without brackets) of P that corresponds to it. The empty
set is labeled 0. In the second copy of H(D), its edges are labeled by the λ1 edge-labeling described in Lemma 3. In the third copy of H(D), the edges are
labeled by the λ2 edge-labeling described in Lemma 4 based on the chain decomposition {C1 = (1, 2, 3), C2 = (4, 5)}.
4. Hasse diagrams and cover graphs of distributive lattices
We now present a novel approach for constructing WSD-labelings of graphs that occur as Hasse diagrams and covering
graphs of distributive lattices. Our scheme makes use of two important results in poset theory—Birkhoff’s characterization
of distributive lattices [3] and Dilworth’s theorem for posets [7].
A partially ordered set or poset is a pairP = (X, P)where P is a relation on the ground set X that is reflexive, asymmetric,
and transitive. When (x, y) ∈ P , we say that x ≤ y. Additionally, if x ≤ y and x ≠ y then x < y, and x is called a predecessor
of y. If x < y and there is no other element z such that x < z < y, then y covers x. The Hasse diagram of P ,H(P ), is the
directed graph whose vertex set is X and whose edge set consists of ordered pairs xy where y covers x. The cover graph of
P ,G(P ), is the symmetric version of H(P ); that is, for each edge xy of H(P ), xy and yx are also edges of G(P ).1 We shall
use |P | to refer to the number of elements in P , which we will always assume to be finite.
A latticeD = (D, P) is a poset that has the property that any two elements u, v ∈ D has a least upper bound u ∨ v, also
called the join of u and v, and a greatest lower bound u ∧ v, also called the meet of u and v. Similarly, any subset D′ of D
has a well-defined least upper bound ∨D′ and greatest upper bound ∧D′. The maximum element of D is 1ˆ = ∨D, and its
minimum element is 0ˆ = ∧D. The latticeD is distributive if the join and meet operators distribute over each other.
Given a poset P = (X, P), a subset of X is closed in P (or the subset is a down-set or an order ideal of P ) if whenever an
element x is in the subset, all the predecessors of x are also in the subset. For example, ∅ and X are both closed subsets ofP ,
and are the smallest and largest such sets respectively. Let JP consist of all the closed subsets ofP . It is easy to verify that if
S, S ′ ∈ JP then both S ∪ S ′ and S ∩ S ′ also belong to JP . This immediately implies that JP forms a distributive lattice under
the subset relation where S ∨ S ′ = S ∪ S ′ and S ∧ S ′ = S ∩ S ′.
The previous paragraph shows that the closed subsets of a poset give rise to a distributive lattice. Birkhoff’s
characterization of distributive lattices [3] states that for any distributive latticeD , there is a corresponding posetPD whose
distributive lattice of closed subsets is isomorphic toD . In particular, choose PD as the subposet ofD consisting of all its
join-irreducible elements, the elements that cover exactly one element of D . It implies that each element u of D can be
represented by a closed subset Su of PD . Moreover, if uv is an edge in H(D) then there is some element p of PD so that
Sv − Su = {p}. Fig. 2 shows an example of a distributive lattice and its corresponding poset.
Lemma 3. Denote the elements of PD as 1, 2, . . . , k. Let λ1 be the edge-labeling of H(D) that labels each edge uv with the
unique element in Sv − Su. Then λ1 is a WSD-labeling that uses labels from {1, 2, . . . , k} and has f (α) = (n1(α), . . . , nk(α)) as
a coding function.
Proof. In H(D), there is a walk from u to v if and only if u < v. Furthermore, any walk from u to v is just a path whose
corresponding label sequence is a permutation of the elements in Sv − Su. So suppose α ∈ Φλ1(u, v) and α′ ∈ Φλ1(u, v′).
Since α is a permutation of Sv− Su and α′ is a permutation of Sv′ − Su, it follows that f (α) = f (α′) if and only if v = v′. Thus,
f is a coding function of λ1. 
Wenote though that theλ1-labeling ofH(D) can use significantlymore labels thanwhat is needed. Aworst-case scenario
is whenD is a chain with n elements. The posetPD is also a chain but with n−1 elements so λ1 uses n−1 labels. However,
labeling all the edges of H(D)with a single label is also aWSD-labeling. To fix this gap, we shall turn to Dilworth’s theorem.
But before we do so, we prove a bound on WSD(G(D)), and determine the isometric dimension of G(D).
1 The cover graph of P is technically the undirected graph underlying H(P ). We have taken the liberty of converting it to a symmetric directed graph
for the ease of discussion.
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Theorem 7. Let D be a distributive lattice, PD its corresponding poset, and G(D) its cover graph. Then WSD(G(D)) ≤ |PD |.
Additionally, the following parameters are equal
(i) |PD |, the number of join-irreducible elements of D ,
(ii) the diameter of G(D), and
(iii) the smallest dimension d such that Qd contains G(D) as an isometric subgraph.
Proof. Denote the elements of PD as 1, . . . , k. From Lemma 3, the λ1-labeling of H(D) has f (α) = (n1(α), . . . , nk(α)) as
a coding function. But for any α ∈ Φλ1(H(D)) and for any i, ni(α) ≤ 1 so f ′(α) = (n1(α)mod 2, . . . , nk(α)mod 2) is also a
coding function of λ1. Since 0ˆ can reach every other node in H(D), according to Corollary 3, H(D) can be embedded onto
the hypercube Qk. Clearly, G(D) can be embedded onto Qk too. Since WSD(Qk) = ∆+(Qk) = k,WSD(G(D)) ≤ k.
It is easy to verify that in G(D), the distance between any two elements u and v of D is equal to |Su − Sv| + |Sv − Su|,
which is at most |PD |. Furthermore, S0ˆ = ∅ while S1ˆ is the element set of PD , so the distance between 0ˆ and 1ˆ in G(D) is
equal to |PD |. Thus, the diameter of G(D) is |PD |.
Let us now describe a specific embedding of G(D) onto Qk. It is similar to the one we used in proving Theorem 3
but specialized for our situation. For each element u of D , let τ(u) = (n1(Su), n2(Su), . . . , nk(Su)), where ni(Su) is the
number of times i appears in Su. Since no two elements of D correspond to the same set, τ maps the elements of D
to distinct vertices of Qk. Furthermore, for any two elements u and v of D , the distance between τ(u) and τ(v) in Qk is∑k
i=1 |ni(Su) − ni(Sv)| = |Su − Sv| + |Sv − Su|, the distance between u and v in G(D). Hence, τ is an isometric embedding
of G(D) onto Qk. Finally, since G(D) has a diameter equal to k, and any graph with diameter k cannot be isometrically
embedded in a hypercube of dimension d < k, it follows thatQk is the smallest hypercube that containsG(D) as an isometric
subgraph. 
Two elements x and y of a posetP are said to be comparable if x < y or y < x inP ; otherwise, x and y are incomparable. An
antichain ofP is a subset of X whose elements are pairwise incomparable. A chain ofP is a sequence of elements x1, . . . , xl
so that xi < xi+1 for i = 1, . . . , l − 1. A chain decomposition of P is a set of chains C such that every element of P is part
of exactly one chain in C. Let Amax be a largest-sized antichain of P . Let Cmin be a smallest-sized chain decomposition of P .
Since no two elements of Amax can be part of the same chain in Cmin, |Cmin| ≥ |Amax|. Dilworth’s theorem [7] states that in
fact |Cmin| = |Amax|.
Lemma 4. Let C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cr} be a chain decomposition of PD . Let λ2 be the edge-labeling of H(D) that labels each
edge uv with i if and only if the unique element in Sv − Su lies in the chain Ci. Then λ2 is a WSD-labeling that uses labels from
{1, 2, . . . , r} with f (α) = (n1(α), n2(α), . . . , nr(α)) as a coding function.
Proof. With some abuse of notation, we shall denote all the elements in the chain Ci as ‘‘i’’. Using Birkhoff’s characterization
of distributive lattices, each element u of D is now represented by a multiset Mu of {1, . . . , r}. Thus, for any edge uv in
H(D), λ2 is labeling the edge with the unique element inMv −Mu.
For any element v ofD,Mv has j copies of i if and only if |Sv ∩ Ci| = j. But |Sv ∩ Ci| = j if and only if Sv contains the first
j elements in Ci because Sv is a closed subset. Hence, for any two elements v and v′ ofD,Mv = Mv′ if and only if Sv = Sv′ ,
whichmeans thatMv = Mv′ if and only if v = v′. Combining this fact with the observation that any path from u to v inH(D)
generates a label sequence that is a permutation ofMv −Mu, it follows that the function f (α) = (n1(α), n2(α), . . . , nr(α))
is again a coding function for λ2, and λ2 is a WSD-labeling. 
See Fig. 2 for an example of the λ1- and λ2-labelings of a distributive lattice’s Hasse diagram.
Theorem 8. Let D be a distributive lattice, PD its corresponding poset, and H(D) its Hasse diagram. Then the following
parameters are equal
(i) the size of the largest antichain of PD and the size of its smallest chain decomposition,
(ii) WSD(H(D)),
(iii) ∆+(H(D)),
(iv) the smallest dimension d such that Md contains H(D) as a subgraph.
Proof. Let r∗ be the cardinality of a minimum-sized chain decomposition of PD . According to Lemma 4, H(D) has a WSD-
labeling that uses r∗ labels soWSD(H(D)) ≤ r∗. But Dilworth’s theorem states that r∗ is also the size of the largest antichain
of PD . Let A be one such antichain. Define the set S = {x ∈ PD : x < a for some a ∈ A}. For x ∈ S, let x′ be a predecessor of
x. Suppose x < a for some a ∈ A then x′ < a too so x′ ∈ S. That is, S is a closed subset ofPD . Additionally, for each a ∈ A, all
its predecessors belong to S so S ∪ {a} is also a closed subset of PD . Indeed, for any A′ ⊆ A, S ∪ A′ is a closed subset of PD .
Let u be the element ofD such that Su = S. For each a ∈ A, let va be the element ofD such that Sva = S ∪ {a}. Clearly, uva
is an edge in H(D). It follows that u has an outdegree that is at least r∗; that is, ∆+(H(D)) ≥ r∗. But Lemma 1 states that
WSD(H(D)) ≥ ∆+(H(D)) so it must be the case that WSD(H(D)) = ∆+(H(D)) = r∗.
The WSD-labeling of H(D) that uses r∗ labels described in Lemma 4 has f (α) = (n1(α), n2(α), . . . , nr∗(α)) as a coding
function. Trivially, f ′(α) = (n1(α)− n−1(α), . . . , nr∗(α)− n−r∗(α)) is also a coding function of theWSD-labeling. Since the
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minimum element 0ˆ of D can reach every other node of H(D),H(D) can be embedded onto the meshMr∗ according to
Corollary 4.
Let us prove that H(D) is not a subgraph of Mr∗−1. When ∆+(H(D)) = 1, this is obviously true. So assume that
∆+(H(D)) ≥ 2. Suppose there is an embedding τ from H(D) onto Mr∗−1. Assume τ(u) = (u1, u2, . . . , ur∗−1), where
u is the element of D with Su = S described above. Since the outdegree of u in H(D) is r∗, there must be an index i and
two elements of D who are outneighbors of u, say va and vb, with τ(va) = (u1, . . . , ui−1, ui − 1, ui+1, . . . , ur∗−1) and
τ(vb) = (u1, . . . , ui−1, ui + 1, ui+1, . . . , ur∗−1). But va and vb have a common outneighbor in H(D): the element w of D
with Sw = S ∪ {a, b}. Based on the embedding τ , however, τ(va) and τ(vb) cannot have a common outneighbor. Hence,
there is no embedding of H(D) ontoMr∗−1. We have shown that the smallest-dimensional mesh that contains H(D) as a
subgraph isMr∗ . 
Corollary 5. Let D be a distributive lattice, H(D) its Hasse diagram and G(D) its cover graph. Then WSD(G(D)) ≤
2∆+(H(D)) ≤ 2∆+(G(D)), and the smallest dimension d such thatMd contains G(D) as an isometric subgraph is∆+(H(D)).
Proof. Again, let r∗ be the cardinality of a minimum-sized chain decomposition of PD . In Theorem 8, we proved that
H(D) can be embedded onto Mr∗ but not of Mr∗−1, where r∗ = ∆+(H(D)). Clearly, this is true of G(D) as well so
WSD(G(D)) ≤WSD(Mr∗). But meshes are Cayley graphs, and Cayley graphs have minimalWSD-labelings soWSD(Mr∗) =
2r∗ = 2∆+(H(D)). Additionally,∆+(H(D)) ≤ ∆+(G(D)). Hence, WSD(G(D)) ≤ 2∆+(H(D)) ≤ 2∆+(G(D)).
When C is a chain decomposition ofPD andMu is the multiset representation of each element u ofD with respect to C,
it is the case that |Mu −Mw| = |Su − Sw| and |Mw −Mu| = |Sw − Su| so the distance between u and w in G(D) is equal to
|Mu −Mw| + |Mw −Mu|.
Now, let us define an embedding of G(D) ontoMr∗ . For each element u ofD , let τ(u) = (n1(Mu), n2(Mu), . . . , nr∗(Mu)),
where ni(Mu) is the multiplicity of i in the multisetMu. As in the proof of Theorem 7, τ is an isometric embedding of G(D)
ontoMr∗ . Finally, there is no isometric embedding ofG(D) ontoMr∗−1 since there is no embedding ofH(D) ontoMr∗−1. 
We have presented two bounds forWSD(G(D)), |PD | and 2∆+(H(D)), because there are times when one is better than
the other. WhenD is a chain, WSD(G(D)) = 2∆+(H(D)); on the other hand, whenD is the distributive lattice formed by
the subsets of an n-element set, then G(D) is isomorphic to the hypercube Qn and WSD(G(D)) = |PD |.
5. Final remarks
In his original paper [7], Dilworth combined his theorem with Birkhoff’s characterization of distributive lattices and
proved the result below.
Theorem 9 ([7]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice. Let k(a) be the number of distinct elements inD which cover a, and let
k be the largest of the numbers k(a). ThenD is a sublattice of a direct union of k chains and k is the smallest number for which
such an embedding holds.
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